Something Witchy This Way Comes Hp Mallory

**Something Witchy This Way Comes**-H. P. Mallory 2012
With warlock Rand Balfour by her side, sassy witch Jolie Wilkins, the Queen of the Underworld, must protect her realm from the Lurkers—a powerful breed of half-humans bent on conquering the undead, while trying to resist the dangerously alluring vampire, Sinjin Sinclair. Original.

**Something Witchy This Way Comes**-Veronica Blade 2011-09-03 Two high-school girls discover the truth behind the local witch covens while also navigating school life and first love.

**Something Witchy This Way Comes**-Maraid Neelaw 2016-07-23 An erotic novella about Tristan Blackwater and his dog, Rupert, on a quest to remove a curse that has ruined their lives. When they meet three sexy witches, they begin to hope that they can solve the mystery of the curse in time for the next full moon. Sexy, witchy, furry fun.

Witchful Thinking-H. P. Mallory 2012 Queen of the
Underworld, witch Jolie Wilkins, while trying to govern disparate factions of supernatural creatures, is torn between two men--warlock Rand, the love of her life, and Sinjin, a vampire and her sworn protector.

**Something Wicked this Way Comes**-Ray Bradbury 1963
A strange carnival brings terror to the population of a small midwestern town

**Something Witchy**-S. D. Anderson 2018-07-15 "By the pricking of my thumbsSomething Witchy this way comes..."Do witches have a place to go in Heaven? Until the Fossilized Forest was bequeathed to Heaven, they didn't. Now, Archangel Michael, code name A.M., who rules the entire Angelic Kingdom, has to find a place to put this uninhabitable forest. Fly with us as we find out how this came about, meet some of the witches and laugh as Heaven just got Witchy. This book is the pilot for the Something Series...

**Be Witched (Novella)**-H. P. Mallory 2011-12-12 In this sexy and spellbinding original short story, available exclusively as an eBook, bestselling author H. P. Mallory presents the exciting Underworld from a never-before-seen point of view—through the eyes of Rand Balfour, a drop-dead gorgeous warlock and the love of Jolie Wilkins’s life. While the undead wage a brutal civil war, Rand Balfour has only one thing on his mind: protecting his true love, Jolie
Wilkins, the savvy and spirited witch whose powers have made her the toast—and target—of the new Underworld order. For Rand, keeping Jolie safe means guarding against allies and enemies alike. First there’s Sinjin Sinclair, a dangerously seductive vampire who has his fangs set on Jolie, and who Rand suspects of harboring a sinister agenda. Then there are the factions of supernatural creatures causing chaos at every turn. But most shocking is Rand himself, whose wild desire for Jolie may put her very life at risk. Torn between his duty and his passion, Rand must summon all his strength to withstand temptation, even if it costs him the one woman he cannot bear to lose. Follow more of Rand and Jolie’s electrifying paranormal romance in this eBook’s special bonus: a thrilling excerpt from H. P. Mallory’s next novel, Witchful Thinking.

**Something Wiccan this Way Comes**-Emma Harrison
2003 When the sisters head off to a Wiccan retreat, Piper is skeptical that they will meet anyone with legitimate magical capabilities. But before long the Charmed Ones find themselves threatened by an evil Power of Three!

**Something Witchy This Way Comes**-H. P. Mallory
2020-04-16 From New York Times And USA Today Bestselling Urban Fantasy and Paranormal Romance Author, HP Mallory, Comes The Jolie Wilkins Series! "H.P. Mallory has a quick wit, a fresh voice, and a clever way with words. If you like Charlaine Harris, you'll love H.P. Mallory!"
~ Larissa Ione, New York Times Bestselling Romance

*Something Witchy This Way Comes Hp Mallory* 3/27  Read Online
Author SOMETHING WITCHY THIS WAY COMES is the fifth book in the Jolie Wilkins paranormal romance series. The first book is FIRE BURN AND CAULDRON BUBBLE and is currently a FREE download! For smart and sexy witch Jolie Wilkins, being Queen of the Underworld is a royal pain. Back from a round of time travel, Jolie must now protect her realm from the sinister Lurkers—a powerful breed of half-humans bent on conquering the undead. And if there's one thing she knows, it's that the supernatural never go down without a fight. At least Jolie has her soul mate (and finally official boyfriend), warlock Rand Balfour, by her side. Honorable, brave, and unbelievably handsome, Rand is everything Jolie wants in a man. So why can't she forget the dangerously alluring vampire, Sinjin Sinclair? With her private life heating up and a battle boiling over, Jolie sets out to prove that in matters of love and war, the fairer hex has its own set of charms. ALSO BY HP MALLORY: THE JOLIE WILKINS SERIES: Fire Burn and Cauldron Bubble Toil and Trouble Be Witched (Novella) Witchful Thinking The Witch Is Back Something Witchy This Way Comes THE BRYN AND SINJIN SERIES: Spinoff to the Jolie Wilkins Series Sinjin The Scent The Gentleman The Flame The Suitor The Awakening The Champion The Changeling THE DULCIE O'NEIL SERIES: To Kill A Warlock A Tale Of Two Goblins Great Hexpectations Wuthering Frights Malice In Wonderland For Whom The Spell Tolls Eleven Snipers Sniping (Short Story) A Midsummer Night's Scream Grave New World Pride and Poltergeists What Screams May Come Vanity Scare The Ghouls of Wrath THE LILY HARPER SERIES: Better Off Dead The Underground City To Hell And Back Persephone No Going Back Rebirth Devil In Disguise
THE PEYTON CLARK SERIES: Ghouls Rush In Once Haunted, Twice Shy Brown Eyed Ghoul Once Haunted, Twice Shy

If you enjoy reading HP's books, add yourself to her email list to keep on top of new releases, contests and other fun stuff! Signing up is easy, just visit: www.hpmallory.com/mailing-list/

**Lilla the Accidental Witch**-Eleanor Crewes 2021-07-06

Magic is tough. Family is tougher. Boys are a complete mystery. Follow Lilla as she stumbles her way through each of them in Eleanor Crewes's uniquely illustrated debut middle-grade graphic novel. Thirteen-year-old Lilla feels she is a bit different. She's quiet and shy and sometimes feels uncomfortable in the company of boys. She'd much rather spend time by herself drawing and daydreaming. This summer, while staying with her aunt in rural Italy, Lilla discovers a book of magic which reveals that she is a witch with special powers, the magic of 'Strega'. But unbeknownst to her, an ancient witch, Stregamama, threatens to ruin more than just her summer. Lilla is soon faced with a choice that could change her life forever.

**Payback's a Witch**-Lana Harper 2021 Chilling Adventures of Sabrina meets The L Word in this fresh, sizzling rom-com by Lana Harper. Emmy Harlow is a witch but not a very powerful one—in part because she hasn't been home to the magical town of Thistle Grove in years. Her self-imposed exile has a lot to do with a complicated family history and a desire to forge her own way in the world, and only the very
tiniest bit to do with Gareth Blackmoore, heir to the most powerful magical family in town and casual breaker of hearts and destroyer of dreams. But when a spellcasting tournament that her family serves as arbiters for approaches, it turns out the pull of tradition (or the truly impressive parental guilt trip that comes with it) is strong enough to bring Emmy back. She's determined to do her familial duty; spend some quality time with her best friend, Linden Thorn; and get back to her real life in Chicago. On her first night home, Emmy runs into Talia Avramov--an all-around badass adept in the darker magical arts--who is fresh off a bad breakup . . . with Gareth Blackmoore. Talia had let herself be charmed, only to discover that Gareth was also seeing Linden--unbeknownst to either of them. And now she and Linden want revenge. Only one question stands: Is Emmy in? But most concerning of all: Why can't she stop thinking about the terrifyingly competent, devastatingly gorgeous, wickedly charming Talia Avramov?

**A Witch in Time**-Veronica Blade 2018-09-30

**The Witch is Back**-H. P. Mallory 2012 Transported back in time to her old Los Angeles fortune-telling shop, witch Jolie Wilkins is stuck in a déjà vu gone terribly wrong as two men vie for her heart and the fate of the Underworld hangs in the balance. Original. 250,000 first printing.

**The Witch Is Back (with bonus short story Be**
Witched)-H. P. Mallory 2012-07-31 The witching hour has arrived in bestselling author H. P. Mallory’s captivating and sexy new novel, starring the most dazzling denizen of the undead, Jolie Wilkins. Funny and feisty witch Jolie Wilkins is back—or rather, she’s back to her humble beginnings. Propelled into the past to her old Los Angeles fortune-telling shop, Jolie has no idea she possesses extraordinary powers, and she definitely doesn’t remember becoming Queen of the Underworld. But at least she has two incredibly sexy men vying for her affection: Rand Balfour, who looks very familiar, though Jolie can’t place his gorgeous face, and Sinjin Sinclair, who is tall, dark, and perfect . . . except for the fangs. Yet despite her steamy love life, Jolie can’t shake the sense that something is not quite right—like she’s stuck in a déjà vu gone terribly awry. As both men race against time—and each other—to win Jolie’s heart, the fate of the Underworld hangs in the balance. And Jolie’s decision can either restore order or create an absolute, drop-dead disaster.

The Okay Witch-Emma Steinkellner 2019-09-03 A School Library Journal Best Graphic Novel of 2019 A YALSA 2020 Quick Pick for Reluctant Young Adult Readers A YALSA 2020 Great Graphic Novel for Teens Sabrina the Teenage Witch meets Roller Girl in this hilarious, one-of-a-kind graphic novel about a half-witch who has just discovered the truth about herself, her family, and her town and is doing her best to survive middle school now that she knows everything! Magic is harder than it looks. Thirteen-year-old Moth Hush loves all things witchy. But she’s about to
discover that witches aren’t just the stuff of movies, books, and spooky stories. When some eighth-grade bullies try to ruin her Halloween, something really strange happens. It turns out that Founder’s Bluff, Massachusetts, has a centuries-old history of witch drama. And, surprise: Moth’s family is at the center of it all! When Moth’s new powers show up, things get totally out-of-control. She meets a talking cat, falls into an enchanted diary, and unlocks a hidden witch world. Secrets surface from generations past as Moth unravels the complicated legacy at the heart of her town, her family, and herself. In this spellbinding graphic novel debut, Emma Steinkellner spins a story packed with humor and heart about the weird and wonderful adventures of a witch-in-progress.

**Bad Witch Burning** - Jessica Lewis 2021-08-24 For fans of Lovecraft Country and Candyman comes a witchy story full of Black girl magic as one girl’s dark ability to summon the dead offers her a chance at a new life, while revealing to her an even darker future. Katrell can talk to the dead. And she wishes it made more money. She’s been able to support her unemployed mother—and Mom’s deadbeat-boyfriend-of-the-week—so far, but it isn’t enough. Money’s still tight, and to complicate things, Katrell has started to draw attention. Not from this world—from beyond. And it comes with a warning: STOP or there will be consequences. Katrell is willing to call the ghosts on their bluff; she has no choice. What do ghosts know of having sleep for dinner? But when her next summoning accidentally raises someone from the dead, Katrell realizes that a live body is worth a lot more than a
dead apparition. And, warning or not, she has no intention of letting this lucrative new business go. Only magic isn’t free, and dark forces are coming to collect. Now Katrell faces a choice: resign herself to poverty, or confront the darkness before it’s too late.

**Any Witch Way You Can**-Amanda M. Lee 2013-01-18 Bay Winchester is having a tough week. As the local editor of Hemlock Cove's only newspaper, she just happens to be present when a body is found in an area corn maze. To make matters worse, the police believe the murder may have something to do with the occult. This wouldn't be a problem for a normal reporter, but since Bay is descended from a well-known line of actual witches, the town is understandably on edge. Between the suspicious townspeople, the befuddled police presence, and that random hot biker guy who may or may not have something to do with the murder -- Bay has her hands full. When you add the typical family problems, multiplying ghosts -- and one monster of a zit that she's sure came from her aunt's curse -- Bay is just struggling to make it through the week. Of course, when the killer sets his sights on Bay, things could get a whole lot worse.

**The Witch King**-H.E. Edgmon 2021-06-01 To save a fae kingdom, a trans witch must face his traumatic past and the royal fiancé he left behind. This debut YA fantasy will leave you spellbound. Wyatt would give anything to forget where he came from—but a kingdom demands its king. In Asalin,
fae rule and witches like Wyatt Croft...don’t. Wyatt’s betrothal to his best friend, fae prince Emyr North, was supposed to change that. But when Wyatt lost control of his magic one devastating night, he fled to the human world. Now a coldly distant Emyr has hunted him down. Despite transgender Wyatt’s newfound identity and troubling past, Emyr has no intention of dissolving their engagement. In fact, he claims they must marry now or risk losing the throne. Jaded, Wyatt strikes a deal with the enemy, hoping to escape Asalin forever. But as he gets to know Emyr, Wyatt realizes the boy he once loved may still exist. And as the witches face worsening conditions, he must decide once and for all what’s more important—his people or his freedom.

The Witch Haven-Sasha Peyton Smith 2021-08-31 Whisked away to Haxahaven Academy for Witches in 1911, seventeen-year-old Frances Hallowell soon finds herself torn between aligning herself with Haxahaven's foes, the Sons of St. Druon, to solve her brother's murder or saving Manhattan and her fellow witches.

Some Like It Witchy-Heather Blake 2015 The Enchanted Village is abuzz when the old Tavistock House goes up for sale, but Darcy can't shake the feeling that something bad is about to happen.

Something Witchy-Mena Thrace Something witchy this
way comes... Whoever said that hell hath no fury like a woman scorned was probably thinking about Elix when the words were first uttered. Elix has it all: she's beautiful, she's powerful and she is on the cusp of ascending the ranks among her fellow sorcerers and summoners. As a Mistress of Darkness she commands the elements, prideful and as haughty as they come. There's just one thing standing in the way of her grand machinations: there's a new kid on the block and word is this new witch is showing the kind of grand potential that would send shivers down any magic-user's spine. This simply will not do. Nothing provokes the maliciousness from a wicked witch quicker than being told she's not the most powerful, luscious being in the inner circle. To think of the nerve of this little upstart! She needs to be taught a lesson. And Elix has just the being in mind to do the teaching. Gathering her energies about her and focusing on her dark intentions for the young witch Elix summons a powerful demon with urges that rival her own when it comes to debasing and dominating the sweet and innocent. The little witchling has no idea what is in store for her when she falls prey to the demon that hunts her through the shadows. Her powers fail her when she needs them the most; will she be lost in the darkness for eternity with the cruel Master of Shadows? Or worse, will she survive his demented desires and be haunted for the rest of her life by what transpires one terrifying night when the demon overtakes her? This book has been BANNED FROM AMAZON for being too hot. Keywords/Themes: dark urban fantasy, demon erotica, dark fantasy, supernatural erotica, paranormal erotica, bondage, dark paranormal erotica, dark erotica, horror erotica, BDSM, demon alpha male, rough
female submission, dark captive erotica, dominated by a
demon, tentacle erotica, erotic occult horror, submitting to a
demon, forced seduction, dubious consent, domination and
submission, monster erotica, noncon, dubcon, mind break

**The Witch's Book of Self-Care** - Arin Murphy-Hiscock
2018-12-11 “From Wiccan author Arin Murphy-Hiscock comes this fantastic guide to spiritual self-care with a witchy bent. The Witch’s Guide to Self-Care contains recipes for products and spells for self-restoration.” —Bustle Worship yourself the witchy way—learn how to nourish your body and spirit with herbal remedies, spells, and rituals inspired by witchcraft in this unique, enchanted guide to self-care! Self-care is a necessity for any modern woman, and this book helps you prioritize #1 with a little help from the magic of witchcraft. The Witch’s Book of Self-Care has advice for pampering your body, mind, and spirit with spells, meditations, mantras, and powerful activities to help you to keep healthy, soothe stress, relinquish sadness, channel joy, and embrace your strength. This book features such magical self-care remedies: -A Ritual to Release Guilt: Learn to burn whatever causes you pain and process painful memories or work through heavy emotions in this therapeutic ritual. -Green Space Meditation: Learn how to reconnect with the healing energies of nature, even in the middle of a bustling city, as part of a series of meditations based on the elements and your senses. -DIY Body Butter: Create your own custom soothing and smoothing body butter, powered by crystal and essential oils suited to your intention, and sanctified by a ritual. And much more! The
Witch’s Book of Self-Care shows you how easy it is to connect to the earth, harness your personal power, and add a little magic to your everyday life for a better you!

**Witch Please** - Ann Aguirre 2021-09-07 Practical Magic meets Gilmore Girls in this adorable witchy rom-com with: A bisexual virgin baker with a curse A witch looking to avoid romantic entanglements And a chemistry between them that causes literal sparks Danica Waterhouse is a fully modern witch—daughter, granddaughter, cousin, and co-owner of the Fix-It Witches, a magical tech repair shop. After a messy breakup that included way too much family "feedback," Danica made a pact with her cousin: they'll keep their hearts protected and have fun, without involving any of the overly opinionated Waterhouse matriarchs. Danica is more than a little exhausted navigating a long-standing family feud where Gram thinks the only good mundane is a dead one and Danica's mother weaves floral crowns for anyone who crosses her path. Three blocks down from the Fix-It Witches, Titus Winnaker, owner of Sugar Daddy's bakery, has family trouble of his own. After a tragic loss, all he's got left is his sister, the bakery, and a lifetime of terrible luck in love. Sure, business is sweet, but he can't seem to shake the romantic curse that's left him past thirty and still a virgin. He's decided he's doomed to be forever alone. Until he meets Danica Waterhouse. The sparks are instant, their attraction irresistible. For him, she's the one. To her, he's a firebomb thrown in the middle of a family war. Can a modern witch find love with an old-fashioned mundane who refuses to settle for anything less than forever?
**Fate**-Kirsten Weiss 2019-11-15 Something wicked this way comes... Witch Jayce Bonheim has spent the last four months waiting for a horde of dark magicians to come to town. Now, they’ve arrived, embedded in a traveling circus. And they’re bigger and badder than this ex-party girl could have imagined, wreaking havoc wherever they go. But when a murder rocks her small town, Jayce must stop the chaos. Walking a tightrope between dark spells and past regrets, can Jayce stop a murderer and stop these magicians from transforming the world forever? If you’re a fan of Charlaine Harris, Heather Blake, or Amanda M. Lee, don’t miss Fate, book 6 in The Witches of Doyle cozy mystery novels. This novel is a full-length, witch cozy mystery featuring true-to-life spells in the back of the book, a trio of witchy sisters, and a dash of romance. Fate can be read as a standalone. It's rated PG-13 due to mild language and some romance.

**Something Wicked**-Nicole M. Rubino 2020-01-19 A breakup and a car accident are no way to start your seventeenth birthday. For Theo Montgomery, that is exactly how it began. Her bad luck turns worse when she returns home from a school dance to find her house on fire--with her parents still inside. Following their deaths, Theo is sent to live with her estranged aunt in Salem, Massachusetts. If a new home and a new school aren't enough to deal with, Theo discovers her aunt has a secret: she is a witch. And so is Theo. Theo must learn to keep her magic in check, lest the village's notorious witch hunters discover that magic has returned to the world after more than three hundred years. But how can she navigate a new school, new magical
powers, and avoid the witch hunters, when she finds herself enjoying the company of one? Trystan de Lancre is a dangerous witch hunter, but that doesn't keep Theo from wanting to discover more about him. Harbor secrets of his own, Trystan isn't the only perilous force in Salem. Something has returned to the village; something the witches believed to have been dead and buried long ago. Salem's dark past rises to haunt Theo and the present-day witches, unraveling a shocking revelation: the real cause of the Salem Witch Trials.

**The Bend-Bite-Shift Omnibus**-Olivia Hardin 2016-11-01
Beyond the golden door lies the faery realm, a place of magic, intrigue and mystique. Forever severed from the human realm, those on both sides of the door are inexplicably connected in ways they could never have imagined... and perhaps they aren't as divided as they believed. Finally, all 10 Bend-Bite-Shift books in one collection. All of it fits... This omnibus includes the following: Mine in Dreams | Witch Way Bends | Bitten Shame | Tell A Soul | Shifty Business | By Blood and Benevolence One Bite Paradise | Sweet Magic Song | Transcending the Past | A Dangerous Season

**Something Witchy Comes This Way**-Try to Scare Me Publishing 2019-10-03 Are you also looking for a personalized, unique and awesome gift for persons who love to Happy Halloween? Here is the answer! Thoughtful and great scary blank dot grid pages for all zombies, vampires,
ghouls, ghosts, witches and undead People Fan. This is great as a Notebook for all your notes, memories thoughts to your pass to hapiness. Write your best Trick or Treat stories. Perfect for you to write your Ranking of all your spots yo scared humans. It is a 120 pages white dotgrid ready for you to fill with your own writing and get a little creative every now and then. Portable Journal for Men and Women in 6 x 9 inches size: - 120 pages of high quality paper - 6" x 9" Paperback in a high quality soft matte cover - Perfect for gel pen, ink or pencils -adventure book for the whole family which loves horror, damon and monsters - Great logbook or Diary size to carry everywhere in your bag, for work - It will make a great gift for any special occasion: Happy Halloween, Forest hike in the dark, Spooky Trips, Appreciation gift for any day, walpurgis Night or Birthday...

Something witchy comes this way

**Bait and Witch**-Angela M. Sanders 2020-12-29 “Zippy and fun, with just enough ambiance to satisfy readers seeking spooks and humor.” —Kirkus Reviews Librarian Josie Way moved to small-town Oregon to lay low. Instead, thanks to newfound magic abilities—and a killer on the loose—she’s leapt out of the frying pan and into a cauldron of trouble . . . Josie Way loved working among the Library of Congress’s leather-scented stacks—until she uncovered corruption and made herself a target. As Wilfred, Oregon’s new librarian, Josie can stay undercover until the case goes to court. But life in this little town isn’t as subdued as she expected. The library, housed in a a Victorian mansion, is slated to be bulldozed. Still digesting the news that her safe haven is
about to become scrap lumber, Josie discovers a body in the woods . . . Almost as shocking, Josie learns that she’s descended from a long line of witches—and her powers have suddenly sprung to life. With help from a spoiled alley cat who just may be her familiar, Josie’s thumbing through a catalog of suspects, hoping she can conjure a way to save her library—and her life . . .

**Everyone Knows Your Mother Is a Witch**-Rivka Galchen 2021-06-08 Drawing on real historical documents but infused with the intensity of imagination, sly humor, and intellectual fire for which award-winning author Rivka Galchen’s writing is known, Everyone Knows Your Mother Is a Witch is a tale for our time—the story of how a community becomes implicated in collective aggression and hysterical fear. The year is 1619, in the German duchy of Württemberg. Plague is spreading. The Thirty Years War has begun, and fear and suspicion are in the air throughout the Holy Roman Empire. In the small town of Leonberg, Katherina Kepler is accused of being a witch. An illiterate widow, Katherina is known by her neighbors for her herbal remedies and the success of her children, including her eldest, Johannes, who is the Imperial Mathematician and renowned author of the laws of planetary motion. It’s enough to make anyone jealous, and Katherina has done herself no favors by being out and about and in everyone’s business. So when the deranged and insipid Ursula Reinbold (or as Katherina calls her, the Werewolf) accuses Katherina of offering her a bitter, witchy drink that has made her ill, Katherina is in trouble. Her scientist son must turn his
attention from the music of the spheres to the job of
defending his mother. Facing the threat of financial ruin,
torture, and even execution, Katherina tells her side of the
story to her friend and next-door neighbor Simon, a
reclusive widower imperiled by his own secrets. Provocative
and entertaining, Galchen’s bold new novel touchingly
illuminates a society, and a family, undone by superstition,
the state, and the mortal convulsions of history.

The Once and Future Witches-Alix E. Harrow 2020-10-13
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER 'Glorious . . . a tale
that will sweep you away' Yangsze Choo, New York Times
bestselling author of The Night Tiger 'A gorgeous and
thrilling paean to the ferocious power of women' Laini
Taylor, New York Times bestselling author of Strange the
Dreamer In 1893, there's no such thing as witches. There
used to be, in the wild, dark days before the burnings
began, but now witching is nothing but tidy charms and
nursery rhymes. If the modern woman wants any measure of
power, she must find it at the ballot box. But when the three
Eastwood sisters join the suffragists of New Salem, they
begin to pursue the forgotten ways that might turn the
women's movement into the witch's movement. Stalked by
shadows and sickness, hunted by forces who will not suffer
a witch to vote - and perhaps not even to live - the sisters
must delve into the oldest magics, draw new alliances, and
heal the bond between them if they want to survive. There's
no such thing as witches. But there will be. Praise for The
Once and Future Witches: 'A brilliant dazzle of a book . . . I
devoured it in enormous gulps, and utterly loved it' Kat
Howard, author of The Unkindness of Ghosts 'Compelling, exhilarating and magical - a must-read' Booklist (starred review) 'Delightful . . . a tale of women's battle for equality, of fairy tales twisted into wonderfully witchy spells, of magics both large and small, and history re-imagined' Louisa Morgan, author of A Secret History of Witches 'A love letter to folklore and the rebellious women of history' Publishers Weekly 'A breathtaking book - brilliant and raw and dark and complicated' Sarah Gailey, author of Magic for Liars

**Hexed**-Michelle Krys 2015-05-26 It's Bring it On meets The Craft in this spellbinding series debut. Something witchy this way comes. . . . Indigo Blackwood is a popular cheerleader with a football-star boyfriend and cool friends. On the surface, her life looks perfect. But when a guy dies violently right before her eyes and an ancient family Bible is stolen, Indie's world spirals into darkness. Turns out Indie isn't just a normal teenager: she has a destiny. And it involves much more than pom-poms and parties. If she doesn't get that book back, every witch in existence will die. And that's seriously bad news for Indie, because according to Bishop, the hot warlock who has an uncanny knowledge of everything that matters, she's a witch too. Indie is about to uncover the many shadowy truths about her life--and a supernatural future unlike any she ever imagined on top of the cheer pyramid. Praise for HEXED: "Fast-paced, with sizzling tension!"--Victoria Scott, author of Fire & Flood "Wicked fun!"--Amy Plum, author of the Die For Me series "A perfect mix of action, romance, and humor - HEXED kept
me riveted until the very last page!"--Amy Tintera, author of Reboot "Enjoyable."--Kirkus Reviews "A fast-paced plot with plenty of shocking twists and turns."--School Library Journal

Suddenly Spellbound-Erica Lucke Dean 2016-01-26
Something witchy this way comes. Kindergarten-teacher-slash-sorceress Ivie McKie has officially sworn off magic. With her father back from the dead—just in time for her upcoming wedding to sexy former magician Jackson Blake—Ivie has plotted a course straight to happily-ever-after-ville. And she won’t let anything get in her way this time. But Daddy Dearest has something sneaky up his sleeve. When “just one more spell” goes horribly wrong and detours her into the path of her father’s dangerously hot new apprentice, Ivie has to scramble to get the magic... and her love life... back on track. Along the way, she encounters a promise made before she was born, a clan of Scottish sorcerers in kilts, and yet another goat. Suddenly Spellbound is a new madcap adventure featuring Ivie McKie from Suddenly Sorceress.

The Paladin- 2020-04-28 Redemption. Love. Betrayal. An ancient evils stirs. Unleashing... The Paladin. James Goltree put Mariposa in his rearview mirror five years ago, escaping a past and a family he's desperately ashamed of. But now the Air Force Office of Special Investigations agent must return after the death of his grandfather. The grandfather he helped send to prison. Emergency room LPN Madison Campbell's quiet life is turned upside down when her son
inherits enough money from James' grandfather to settle all their financial woes. But there are strings. James and Madison throw sparks neither has ever felt before. But now isn't the right time for a man unwilling to commit and woman still crippled by betrayal to fall in love. Not when a killer has once again come to town, one with an unfathomable, unbelievable agenda. James and Madison must embrace and overcome their pasts to defeat evil and find a love that transcends time.

**Cloudy with a Chance of Boys**-Megan McDonald 2012 While older sister Alex is trying to orchestrate a perfect first kiss with her heartthrob and younger sister Joey prefers frogs to boys, Stevie Reel wonders if she is ready for a boyfriend while being pursued by a new boy in her class.

**The Summerland**-TL Schaefer 2020-03-03 Sheriff Bill Ashton's life is good, quiet, until the bodies of five women are discovered in the remote foothills and all hell breaks loose. Then another woman disappears, leaving her estranged sister's stolen car and half a million in cash behind as their only clues. Air Force Captain Arden Jones hasn't spoken to her sister in years, but Samantha's disappearance galvanizes her, sending her to small-town America in search of the black sheep of the family. Thrown together by circumstance, Bill and Arden explore Samantha's disappearance and her probable connection to the murdered women. Neither expects, nor welcomes, the attraction that surges between them, or the fact that setting
aside long-held beliefs may be the only way to stop a madman bent on creating the perfect woman, the one true goddess central to the Wiccan religion, Diana.

The Sisters Club: Cloudy with a Chance of Boys-Megan McDonald 2011-03-22 The forecast calls for a first crush after Stevie makes a wish for something new and daring in this authentic, funny Sisters Club adventure. (Age 10 and up) As the middle sister in a family with three girls, Stevie Reel doesn’t know much about boys, and that’s always been just fine with her. But lately, things have been changing: kids at school are starting to pair up, and Owen, the new boy in her Earth Science class, seems to have his sights set on Stevie. The trouble is, Stevie doesn’t want a boyfriend—she’s not even sure she’s ready to have a boy friend. And her sisters, who know exactly where they stand on the issue of boys, are no help: drama queen Alex is busy trying to orchestrate a perfect, Romeo-and-Juliet-style first kiss from her heartthrob, Scott Towel (er, Howell), while Joey can’t understand why anyone would like a boy better than a frog anyway. If only figuring out boys were as easy as predicting the weather!

Hexed-Michelle Krys 2014-06-10 The perfect scary-with-romance read after you've binged Chilling Adventures of Sabrina, HEXED is about a teen witch with a shadowy future . . . it's Bring it On meets The Craft in a spellbinding series debut. Indie Blackwood is a popular cheerleader with a football-star boyfriend. On the surface, her life looks
perfect. But when a guy dies right before her eyes and an ancient family Bible is stolen, Indie's world spirals into darkness. Turns out, Indie has a destiny. And it involves much more than pom-poms and parties. If she doesn't get the Bible back, every witch on the planet will die. And that's seriously bad news for Indie, because according to Bishop, the hot warlock who has an uncanny knowledge of everything that matters, she's a witch too. Indie is about to uncover the many dark truths about her life—and a future unlike any she ever imagined on top of the cheer pyramid.

Want more HEXED? Don't miss the next HEXED book, CHARMED. *** "A perfect mix of action, romance, and humor - HEXED kept me riveted until the very last page!"—Amy Tintera, New York Times bestselling author of the RUINED trilogy “Seriously fun, deliciously enjoyable.”—The Huffington Post "Fast-paced, with sizzling tension!"—Victoria Scott, author of Fire & Flood "Wicked fun!"—Amy Plum, author of the DIE FOR ME series

The Brotherhood-TL Schaefer Sheriff Doug Brewster's peaceful life is torn apart when a local militia member is found murdered and marked with a ritualistic bruise. While disturbing, he handles it as he would any other case, until he discovers his best friend, Josie Galloway, shares the same bizarre mark. Josie is happy to accept her role as the local 'color'--as a Wiccan Priestess she expects no less. But when she begins to share the dreams of a dead man--and the Celtic symbol that marked him in death--she begins to fear for her own sanity. Joining forces, they dodge a sadistic killer from Josie’s past and unravel the tangle of secrecy and
lies behind the Nazi-driven ideals of a white supremacist cult. What neither of them bargains on are the dark secrets they will uncover or how their feelings for each other will change from friendship to something far more powerful.

**The Silver Witch**-Paula Brackston 2015-04-21 Moving to a secluded Welsh cottage a year after her husband's sudden death, a ceramic artist begins manifesting powers similar to those of a legendary Celtic witch who issued a prophecy about ancient magic and a heartbreaking disaster.

**Twitchy Witchy Itch**-Priscilla Tey 2021-07-13 Visual hijinks abound as a nervous witch gets swept away with trying to tidy up before company comes--only to discover that being with friends is what really matters. Tick, tock! Three cups. Tick, tock! Three saucers. With nine minutes left, everything was ready. Or was it? Itch the witch is having company over for tea. As the clock counts down to tea o'clock, Itch's mind is in a tizzy: is her house too twitchy? Is her home too itchy? Zipping and zooming, dusting and brooming, Itch sweeps and bewitches the mess away (just in the nick of time). But as soon as her two guests walk in, Itch's housekeeping comes unraveled. How will Itch tame such an itchy, glitchy, fidgety mess? Rising star Priscilla Tey uses computer-aided design (and evokes familiar computer glitches) to present a delightfully meta, intricately illustrated story that dazzles as it amuses.
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